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50 Fast Final Cut Express TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"If you are looking to maximize Final Cut Express, you won’t find
a better guide than Tim Meehan."
    —Dan Jahn, President, The Raven Group    

Whether creating dynamite digital videos is your profession or just your obsession, Final Cut Express can enhance your projects. In this richly illustrated volume,...
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Service-Oriented Modeling (SOA): Service Analysis, Design, and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Answers to your most pressing SOA development questions
How do we start with service modeling? How do we analyze services for better reusability? Who should be involved? How do we create the best architecture model for our organization? This must-read for all enterprise leaders gives you all the answers and tools needed to develop a sound...
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Masters of the Mind: Exploring the Story of Mental Illness from Ancient Times to the New MillenniumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The mind is unique in its interest to people from all walks of life. This interest is not new; throughout written history people have observed, described, and pondered strange behaviors and thoughts within themselves and their neighbors. The questions that people have posed about these experiences seem so simple and basic. Why do we seek to...
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Great Web TypographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I’m betting you’ll be as glad as I am to have this on your shelf!"
      –Nick Bradbury, creator of HomeSite and TopStyle
When it comes to great Web sites, looks really ARE everything…      

When you design a page for print, you control the size of the paper and the placement of the elements. But...
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Handbook of Synthetic PhotochemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Unique in its focus on preparative impact rather than mechanistic details, this handbook provides an overview of photochemical reactions classed according to the structural feature that is built in the photochemical step, so as to facilitate use by synthetic chemists unfamiliar with this topic. An introductory section covers practical...
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Engage: The Complete Guide for Brands and Businesses to Build, Cultivate, and Measure Success in the New WebJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Praise for Engage!


	"It's no longer an era of business as usual. Executives and entrepreneurs must embrace new media in order to not only compete for the future, but for mind share, market share, and, ultimately, relevance. This book helps you engage. Without it, you're competing for second place."
...
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Illustrated History of Landscape DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The constructed landscape embodies a vision of creative power. The gardens and landscapes of the past serve as an endless source of possibility and inspiration. Discovering how the elements of nature have been recombined in different times and places intrigues us. Our purpose in assembling a visual reference of historic landscapes is to...
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Who Put the Butter in Butterfly?: And Other Fearless Investigations into Our Illogical LanguageHarper Perennial, 1989

	When I wrote Imponderables™, I purposely omitted any questions about the origins of words and phrases. An Imponderable was a mystery that couldn’t be answered by standard reference books, and so many wonderful books about words already existed that I couldn’t believe there was a need for more.


	As someone who uses...
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Cryptography Engineering: Design Principles and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The ultimate guide to cryptography, updated from an author team of the world's top cryptography experts.


	Cryptography is vital to keeping information safe, in an era when the formula to do so becomes more and more challenging. Written by a team of world-renowned cryptography experts, this essential guide is the...
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Movies Made for Television: 1964-2004 (5 Volume Set)Scarecrow Press, 2005


	Movies Made for Television in 2004 celebrates 40 full television seasons. As I wrote in the introduction in 1980 to the

	original (single) volume that chronicled the genre, the range was as esthetically and technically wide at the time as it

	would remain through the years since as any theatrical offerings – within its restricted...
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3ds Max 2012 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Every time I enter the computer room (which my wife calls the dungeon), my wife still says

	that I am off to my “fun and games.” I, as always, flatly deny this accusation, saying that it is

	serious work that I am involved in. But later, when I emerge with a twinkle in my eye and

	excitedly ask her to take a look at my...
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Abdominal Organ Retrieval and Transplantation Bench SurgeryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Provides transplant professionals with a step-wise approach to abdominal organ retrieval and bench surgery, illustrating complex anatomical situations and providing practice points and decision algorithms. A go-to reference for transplant surgeons, trainees and fellows, as well as for other professionals involved in abdominal organ...
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